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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5GEnZ4VfTc0 
 
 

Honorable Chairman and Distinguished Key Speakers 
 

I am forwarding you the definitive power point presentation, created thanks to all your feedbacks, and requests 
regarding the presentation of each and every one of you. This file will be projected during the event, under the 

moderation of Dr Claire Doole, which will be introducing the speakers, and managing the time of speaking. I would 
like to kindly remind you that you will have the floor for almost 5 to 8 minutes each one, but I would like also to 
underline the fact that the presentation will be recorded with the aim, not only to entertain the audience which 

will be present in the room tomorrow, but also to have the possibility to record something which will be valuable 
for this Biennium, and especially for this peculiar year, The United Nations International Year of Pulses 2016. 

 
To have all of you together will be the greatest privilege, and we have the opportunity to summarize the several 
realities the Treat’s is involved in, including past results, current projects and future programmes the Treaty is 

developing to Address FAO Sustainable Development Goals for 2030. Under this vision,  to further distribute and to 
convey our message in the most appropriate way, you will not be interrupted, and it will be given to you the 

possibility to lead the speech where you’re aiming to. 
 

Be conscious of the timing, but do not hesitate to lead and conclude your speech in the outmost appropriate way 
you will retain. 

 
With this final clarifications I am taking the occasion to thank you all for your precious contribution to the 

realization of the International Day for Biological Diversity 2016. 
 
 
 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5GEnZ4VfTc0
https://www.cbd.int/idb/2016/

